The influence of (cooperative) adaptive cruise control (CACC/ACC) on rear-end crashes have been conducted by some previous studies. However, they usually did not consider the degeneration from stable CACC to unstable ACC when vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication is not available. California PATH program validated the instability of ACC system by using real experimental data, which might have negative impacts on safety. Therefore, this paper evaluated the impacts of degeneration of CACC vehicles on rear-end crash risks. A micro-simulation based method was adopted to evaluate rear-end crash risks with the increase of the CACC market penetration rate (MPR). The results obtained were quite different from those in previous studies and showed that the rear-end crash risks of the full MDV flow increase before CACC MPR increases to a certain level. It was found that the instability of ACC vehicles might be the main factor for the negative results. The results of this paper provide helpful insight into the management of CACC vehicular flow in the V2V communication environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decades, traffic control methods, such as variable speed limit (VSL), were developed to improve safety situations [1] , [2] . However, traffic accidents still occur all over the world nowadays, especially in some large cities. Among all types of traffic accidents, rear-end crashes account for approximately 32% of all crashes in the US, and about 20% in Shanghai, China [3] . This indicates that manual-driven vehicles (MDVs) have limitations, such as response time and driving mistakes, which are important factors contributing to rear-end crashes [4] . Fortunately, intelligent vehicle systems are being developed to adjust the longitudinal movements of vehicles, such as adaptive cruise control (ACC) and cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC). ACC systems use vehicular sensors to detect the preceding vehicle's information, while CACC systems obtain movement information from The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Roberto Pietrantuono . vehicles ahead by using vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication [5] , which might have potential benefits in reducing risks of rear-end crashes.
Some previous studies have been conducted for evaluating the impacts of CACC and ACC vehicles on rear-end crashes. Reference [6] conducted a simulator study at the German Aerospace Center (DLR) for evaluating safety impacts of ACC systems, in which the full ACC vehicular traffic flow was considered compared with the traffic scenario of full MDVs. Reference [7] assessed the impact of cooperative systems on traffic safety, which was achieved by alerting drivers on risky situations. The results indicated that the cooperative system had a positive influence on car-following behaviors of drivers, thereby reducing the risks of rear-end crashes. Reference [8] studied reductions of rear-end crashes from the perspective of integrating ACC vehicles with VSL control. It was pointed out that the integration of ACC and VSL could reduce risks of rear-end crashes by 71.5%-77.3%. Reference [9] proposed a bowtie analysis as a conceptual framework for VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ assessing the safety of CACC systems, in which three case studies were conducted to validate the application of the proposed method in traffic safety. Reference [10] investigated the interactions between vehicles equipped with automated systems and other unequipped vehicles under different values of the market penetration rate (MPR), which achieved significant reductions of rear-end crashes. Reference [11] evaluated the impacts of active vehicle safety systems on rearend crashes from the traffic stream perspective. To deal with this, the microscopic traffic simulator VISSIM was employed in this study, which showed that the reduction of rear-end crashes was 78.8%. Reference [12] studied the impacts of CACC link types on rear-end crash risks and the results show that the two or three links type is a better choice taking into consideration control complexity. However, the related research is not yet sufficient. There are two issues that need to be solved before CACC and ACC can be fully implemented in vehicles. The first issue is that CACC and ACC car-following models used in previous studies were usually ideal and not validated by real CACC and ACC vehicles, which might be the main factor for the dramatic benefits in reducing the rear-end crash risks. Because large-scale experimental data of CACC and ACC vehicles are not available at present, it is actually difficult to calibrate their models. However, real experiments with several CACC and ACC vehicles are gradually being conducted [13] - [15] , on which basis CACC and ACC car-following models can be calibrated and validated. Moreover, the California PATH program focused on this and calibrated a CACC model and an ACC model, respectively, by using the real experimental data [15] . Unfortunately, these two calibrated models were not used in the previous studies to evaluate the impacts of CACC and ACC vehicles on safety. Therefore, in order to obtain reliable safety evaluations, the CACC and ACC models of PATH are appropriate, because they are the only models that have been validated by real experiments at present. Moreover, the second issue is that the safety impacts of CACC and ACC were usually studied separately in previous studies. As noted above, CACC function requires V2V communication, while ACC function depends on vehicular sensors. Hence, CACC vehicles will degenerate to ACC vehicles as an alternative fallback option when following MDVs without V2V communication [16] . However, in order to evaluate the safety impacts of CACC vehicles, previous studies usually assumed that all MDVs were equipped with V2V communication devices, which is not realistic. Although the degeneration from CACC to ACC in the mixed traffic flow is more realistic in the future, little research was conducted on this for the evaluation of rear-end crash risks. Moreover, PATH validated that ACC systems are unstable when implemented on real vehicles at the current level of control technology [15] . Unstable ACC vehicles might have negative impacts on the risk of rear-end crashes, which further motivates the investigation of rear-end crash risks caused by the degenerations of stable CACC vehicles to unstable ACC vehicles.
While we are aware that CACC vehicles have the capability to monitor multiple vehicles ahead, we still focus on the CACC vehicle that only monitors the immediately preceding one. The reason is that in some real experiments CACC vehicles only respond to one vehicle ahead [14] , [15] , which may serve as the first stage toward the multiple V2V communication [17] . Moreover, we mainly focus on the mixed CACC flow with V2V communication environment by using the CACC/ACC models of PATH, while other measures (such as vehicle-to-infrastructure communication) for improving safety are beyond the scope of this paper.
The random mixed traffic flow was firstly defined in Section II. Then car-following models validated by PATH using real experimental data were introduced in Section III, following which two surrogate safety measures were employed to quantify the rear-end crashes. Simulation experiments were conducted and the results were obtained and discussed in Section IV. Finally, some conclusions were remarked in Section V.
II. OBJECT OF STUDY
This paper considers a mixture of traffic flow with CACC vehicles and MDVs as the object of study, in which the CACC will degenerate to ACC when V2V communication is not available. As noted before, the real CACC implementations indicate that the scenario in which CACC only responds to an immediately vehicle ahead might serve the first stage toward to multiple V2V communications [13] - [15] . This paper focuses on the mixed traffic scenario in which CACC monitors an immediately vehicle ahead by using V2V communication.
Real experiments showed the instability of ACC vehicles, while CACC vehicles help to smooth traffic disturbances [15] . Hence, the development of CACC vehicles is desirable. However, the normal operations of CACC function need V2V communication. When a CACC vehicle follows an MDV one without a V2V communication device, the CACC vehicle will degenerate to an ACC vehicle as an alternative fallback option [16] , [17] . Meanwhile, the V2V communication function of the degenerated CACC vehicle still works, which is useful for avoiding the degeneration of another CACC vehicle upstream. Therefore, the mixed traffic flow studied in this paper is defined as: (1 it consists of CACC vehicles and MDVs, in which vehicle orders are random; (2) a CACC vehicle degenerates to an ACC vehicle when it immediately follows an MDV without a V2V communication device; (3) the V2V communication function of the degenerated CACC is still working for another CACC vehicle upstream; (4) all ACC vehicles in the mixed traffic flow come from the degenerations of CACC vehicles.
To avoid confusion, we mention that the CACC MPR in this paper denotes the situation before the degenerations of CACC vehicles to ACC vehicles. 
III. METHODOLOGY
The overview of the whole methodology is illustrated in Figure 1 . At the present stage, large-scale empirical data of CACC and ACC vehicles are not available. Therefore, microsimulations based methods are usually employed to evaluate safety situations by using car-following models [8] , [12] . One key problem is the consistency between CACC and ACC carfollowing models and the real dynamics of CACC and ACC vehicle. However, almost all models used in previous studies are not validated by real experimental date, because there are few models that can satisfy this requirement [8] , [12] . Fortunately, the PATH program calibrated and validated a CACC model and an ACC model by using experimental data [15] , which are appropriate to be used here for evaluating impacts of the degeneration from CACC to ACC on rear-end crashes.
With the CACC and ACC car-following models validated by PATH using real experimental data, we can realistically evaluate safety situations in the mixed traffic flow with different CACC MPRs. To deal with this, numerical simulations will be performed by using Matlab, a computational software package. Then microcosmic trajectory data of vehicles in simulations will be obtained as simulation results, such as positions, speeds, and accelerations. Finally, appropriate surrogate safety measures that can reflect the relationship between simulation results and rear-end crash risks will be employed to evaluate the degeneration from stable CACC to unstable ACC, thereby giving suggestions for improving safety of the rear-end crashes.
A. CAR-FOLLOWING MODELS 1) CACC MODEL By using real experimental data, PATH program calibrated a CACC model [15] . It was validated that the proposed CACC model can match the car-following dynamics of real CACC vehicles well. Because rear-end crashes usually happen during the longitudinal car-following process, this CACC model is suitable for use here. The CACC model is written as
where, τ is the control time step, v stands for the speed of the following vehicle, s denotes the spacing to the leading vehicle, t c is the desired time-gap of CACC, d is the distance including vehicle length, e represents the spacing error between the actual spacing and the desired spacing,ė is the differential of e with time, and k p and k d are control gains. Based on the real experiments, the parameter calibration results are: k p = 0.45, k d = 0.25, and t c = 0.6s.
2) ACC MODEL
The PATH program also calibrated an ACC model based on experimental data of real vehicles equipped with a commercial ACC system [15] . The ACC model is written as follows:
where,v is the acceleration of the following vehicle, v is the speed difference between two adjacent vehicles, t a is the desired time-gap of ACC, and k 1 and k 2 are control gains. The value of t a is selected as 1.1s in the experimental tests, and the control gains are calibrated as k 1 = 0.23s −2 and k 2 = 0.07s −2 .
3) MDV MODEL
In the case of MDVs, many car-following models were proposed to describe the car-following dynamics of human drivers [18] - [23] . Here we use the full velocity difference (FVD) model as the car-following model of MDVs because of its wide applications, which was proposed in [20] . The model function is written aṡ
where, κ and λ are sensitivity coefficients, and V (s) denotes the optimal speed function of spacing, which is written as follows:
where, v 0 is the free flow speed, α is a coefficient, and s 0 is the safety distance. In order to describe the realistic dynamics of MDVs, trajectory data were used to calibrate the model parameters of FVD [24] . The calibrated results are
B. SURROGATE SAFETY MEASURE
Based on car-following models, micro-simulations can output trajectory data of vehicles under different CACC MPRs, but cannot directly measure the risks of rear-end crashes. Therefore, the surrogate safety measure should be used to evaluate safety. The time-to-collision (TTC) was introduced in [25] and has been widely used as a safety indicator. The TTC is calculated as follows:
where, x n−1 (t) is the position of the leading vehicle n-1 at time t, x n (t) is the position of the following vehicle n at time t, v n (t) is the speed of the following vehicle n at time t, v n−1 (t) is the speed of the leading vehicle n-1 at time t, TTC n (t) is the instantaneous TTC value of the following vehicle n at time t, and l is the vehicle length, which is usually set as 5m.
Based on the TTC indicator, two aggregate indicators were developed to evaluate rear-end crash risks, denoted as time exposed time-to-collision (TET) and time integrated time-tocollision (TIT) [26] . The TET indicator refers to the total time spent under dangerous traffic conditions, while the TIT indicator additionally takes into consideration the encountered TTC-values during the safety-critical approaches [26] . These two indicators are calculated as follows:
where, δ n (t) is a switching variable, N is the total number of vehicles in simulations, T is the simulation period, t is the time step, and TTC * is the threshold of TTC. According to the previous studies [8] , [12] , a sensitivity analysis should be conducted for different values of TTC * from 1s to 3 s.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS A. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section performs numerical simulations based on Matlab, a computational software package. At present, safety data for mixed traffic with different CACC MPRs are not available. Instead, microscopic traffic simulations usually deal with this problem, and numerical simulations of car-following models are a type of microscopic traffic simulations. We conduct numerical simulations by using carfollowing models for the three vehicle types described in Section III. Because this paper focuses on rear-end crash risks, simulations only take into consideration the longitudinal movement of vehicles. Moreover, it is indicated that the rear-end crashes often occurred on the straight roads [27] . Therefore, the simulation segment is assumed to be a onelane highway with an on-ramp located in the middle of the segment [28] - [30] , as shown in Figure 2 . All parameters needed for simulations are set according to the recent studies [28] - [30] , the length of the simulation segment is 6.5km, the mainline flow is set as 1800veh/hr, and the ramp flow is 360veh/hr. Simulations are performed under different CACC MPRs. Simulation time is one hour and simulation step time is 0.01s. In the simulation the initial vehicle speed is 30m/s, the maximum acceleration is 4m/s 2 , and the emergency deceleration is −6m/s 2 [31] . Moreover, we mainly focus on the rear-end crash risks of the mainline with one lane. Then all vehicles can be considered to have same lane-change behaviors when merging from the ramp [32] . The Lane Change Model with Relaxation and Synchronization (LMRS) in [33] is used for merging behaviors. We should mention that the simulation site in Figure 2 has been proven to be useful for evaluating rear-end crash risks of mixed flow with CACC vehicles [28] . Simulations here belong to the category of numerical simulations using car-following models. Therefore, we should provide traffic volumes for the mainline and on-ramp and the geometric characteristics of the simulation road to obtain safety evaluation results [28] - [30] , all of which are described above. For each simulation, the relative numbers of CACC vehicles and MDVs are determined by the value of CACC MPR previously set in the Matlab procedure. The CACC vehicle degenerates to the ACC vehicle when it follows an MDV according to the description in section II. Based on simulation results, surrogate safety measures, namely TET and TIT, are used to calculate rear-end crash risks for each CACC MPR. Because vehicle orders in each simulation are random, each simulation is repeated for ten times to obtain the average values of TET and TIT. The number of vehicles in total depends on the flow rate and the simulation time. Hence, there are always a lot of vehicles in each simulation for every CACC MPR. This satisfies the requirement of microscopic simulations. In addition, car-following models of CACC and ACC vehicles used in this paper were validated by PATH using real four production Infiniti M56s [15] . This paper focuses on the traffic of small cars in simulations.
The calculation results of TET and TIT are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively. In the Tables, the values of TET and TIT of the full MDV flow are considered as the benchmark. Then the percentage reductions are calculated for different CACC MPRs compared with the benchmark of 0% CACC MPR. Moreover, the thresholds of TTC in the TET and TIT indicators, namely TTC * , range from 1s to 3s for the sensitivity analysis. Therefore, a positive value in the Tables stands for the increase of rear-end crash risks under the corresponding CACC MPR and the TTC * , while a negative value means the crash risks decrease. We found that the rearend crash risks increase when the CACC MPR is below 20%, which indicates the safety situation will worsen compared with the full MDV traffic flow. When the CACC MPR is more than 20%, the crash risks will gradually decrease. However, the safety of the full MDV traffic flow will not be improved until the CACC MPR reaches to approximately 70%-80%. Only when the CACC MPR exceeds to 80% will rear-end crash risks be significantly reduced. The 100% CACC flow can reduces crash risks described by TET by more than 89.9%, or 70.6% in terms of the TIT indicator. In addition, larger values of TTC * result in more reductions of TET and TIT if the other conditions are the same, which indicates that CACC vehicles might be more helpful to reduce crash risks in slightly less dangerous situations. However, the qualitative trend with the increase of CACC MPR is the same for different TTC * .
Therefore, rear-end crash risks do not gradually decrease with the increase of the CACC MPR, which is quite different from the qualitative trends obtained in some previous studies [8] , [12] , [34] . The reason for this is that this paper takes into consideration the degeneration from stable CACC to unstable ACC, which is realistic but was usually neglected in previous studies. Moreover, the CACC and ACC models used in this paper have been validated by PATH using experimental data, which indicates the instability of ACC vehicles when the current control technology is implemented in real vehicles, while previous studies used ideal models to obtained dramatic results. Hence, the safety results obtained in this paper are more useful and practical for the management of CACC MPRs in the future.
In addition, it would be interesting to compare the results obtained by mixed traffic against full CACC flow. Therefore, we consider the safety condition of the full CACC flow as the benchmark and the results are shown in Table 3 and Table 4 . It can be found that the conclusions obtained in Table 3 and Table 4 are consistent with those in Table 1 and Table 2 .
In order to enhance intuitiveness for Table 1 and Table 2 , we plot figures to reflect the correlations of CACC MPR, TET/TIT, and TTC * . The figures are plotted according to the results in Table 1 and Table 2 , which are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 .
B. DISCUSSIONS 1) AN INSIGHT ABOUT SAFETY RESULTS
It is indicated that the string stability of traffic flow might affect traffic operations [35] . Traffic flow is defined as string stable if disturbances downstream can be mitigated, while it is called string unstable when disturbances are amplified along vehicles upstream. String unstable traffic flow often causes traffic problems, such as increased crash risks [35] . As mentioned above, the ACC model is unstable, which is consistent with a commercial ACC system in real experiments [15] . When CACC MPRs are sparse, an MDV has a greater probability of appearing in front of a CACC vehicle in the random mixed traffic flow, which leads to the degenerated ACC vehicles. Therefore, the unstable ACC vehicles may be the main factor resulting in the increase of crash risks with relatively low CACC MPR concentrations. In order to confirm this, we perform string stability simulations of the mixed traffic flow with different CACC MPRs to give insights into the safety results of rear-end crash risks. The string stability simulations focus on a random mixed platoon with 100 vehicles. These vehicles are initially running on a single road with different CACC MPRs, in which the CACC vehicle immediately behind a MDV degenerates to an ACC vehicle. Then a small disturbance breaks the equilibrium state by decelerating the leading vehicle's speed with deceleration of −0.5m/s 2 for 2 seconds [36] . Without loss of generality, the median speed of the free flow speed, namely 15m/s, is considered as the initial speed at equilibrium state. The string stability simulations are performed in Matlab by using the models of the three types of vehicles with a step time of 0.01s. The results of string stability of the mixed traffic flow are illustrated in Figure 5 , in which the black, blue, and red lines denote speeds over time of MDVs, CACC vehicles, and ACC vehicles, respectively. Although the simulation time is one hour in the numerical simulations to evaluate safety conditions above, the simulation time only needs 600s in Figure 5 . Figure 5 shows the conditions of string stability of traffic flow. The time of 600s can satisfy the requirement of showing stable conditions. According to Figure 5 , when CACC MPRs are below approximately 60%, the string stability situations of the mixed traffic flow are worse than the full MDV traffic flow. The instability of the full MDV flow cannot be improved until the CACC MPR reaches to approximately 80%. Moreover, it shows that full CACC flow is stable and helpful for smoothing the disturbances downstream. Therefore, with the increase of CACC MPRs, string stability results of the mixed traffic flow have the same qualitative trend with the safety results of rear-end crash risks in Table 1 and Table 2 . This can explain why the degenerations from stable CACC to unstable ACC a have negative influence on rear-end crash safety. Based on the experiments conducted by PATH, the current commercial ACC system is actually unstable when equipped in real vehicles, even though stability is seriously considered in the system design [15] .
2) IMPROVING SAFETY WITH V2V COMMUNICATION
It is indicated that the degeneration of stable CACC to unstable ACC can worsen the safety situation and increase rear-end crash risks. Moreover, the degeneration of CACC vehicles occurs if MDVs are not equipped with V2V communication devices. In the future, MDVs are finally desired to be equipped with V2V communication devices to send information to CACC vehicles [13] . In that V2V communication environment, there is no degeneration of CACC vehicles and the mixed traffic flow only has two vehicle types, namely MDVs and CACC vehicles. This section evaluates the risk of rear-end crashes for mixed traffic flow with V2V communication. The results are shown in Table 5 and Table 6 . According to Table 5 and Table 6 , the values of TET and TIT gradually decrease with the increase of CACC MPRs. This means CACC vehicles can reduce rear-end crash risks in the V2V communication environment. By comparing Table 1 and Table 2 , we can found that the development of CACC vehicles needs a V2V communication environment, in order to reduce the risk of rear-end crashes. This means V2V communication is not only encouraged, but also essential to prevent the negative influence of unstable ACC vehicles on safety. In order to obtain more illustrative correlations of CACC MPR, TET/TIT, and TTC * , we also plot figures according to the results in Table 5 and Table 6 , as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . It should be noted that the values in Figure 6 and Figure 7 are positive to enhance intuitiveness, while they are negative in the Tables.
Based on the analyses above, the key factor influencing safety condition would be the degeneration from stable CACC to unstable ACC. In order to provide some suggestions in the transition period (from full MDVs to full CACC), we conducted stochastic simulations to explore relationship of the degeneration and the CACC MPR [17] . There are 500 vehicles in the stochastic simulations [17] . In each stochastic simulation, numbers of MDVs and CACC are determined by the CACC MPR. All vehicles are randomly distributed in a single lane to in stochastic simulations. Then the CACC degrade to an ACC when it follows a MDV without V2V communication. Simulations are repeated 100 times for each CACC MPR. Then the average number of degraded ACC is calculated as the simulation result of this CACC MPR. Based on the previous study [17] , the simulation results of all CACC MPRs are shown in Figure 8 . According to Figure 8 , it is found that number of the degeneration from CACC to ACC firstly increase and then decrease with the increase of the CACC MPR. When the CACC MPR reaches to 50%, the number of degeneration increases to the peak. Therefore, our further suggestion is that the transition period can be divided into two stages. The first stage means the CACC MPR is below 50%, while the second stage means the CACC MPR exceeds 50%. Then in the first stage the number of degeneration increases with the increase of the CACC MPR. In this stage V2V communication devices would not be equipped on all MDVs. Hence, exclusive lanes for CACC would be necessary to avoid the degeneration. In the second stage, the number of degeneration decreases with the increase of the CACC MPR. Meanwhile, when the CACC MPR exceeds 50%, there would be enough time to equip V2V communication devices on all MDVs. Then the degeneration would be avoided in the second stage.
V. CONCLUSION
It is found that with the increase of CACC MPR, the risks of rear-end crashes will become worse if the CACC MPR is below a certain level. Compared with the full MDVs traffic flow, full CACC traffic flow can reduces rear-end crash risks significantly. By performing simulations for string stability of the mixed traffic flow, we found that unstable ACC vehicles are the factor that causes the negative safety results. When all MDVs are assumed to be equipped with V2V communication devices, there are no degenerations of stable CACC vehicles to unstable ACC vehicles in the mixed traffic flow. Then the risks of rear-end crashes gradually decrease with the increase of CACC MPRs. Therefore, the V2V communication function of MDVs is not only encouraged, but also essential to avoid worsening the safety situations of the rear-end crashes for the CACC-MDV mixed traffic flow.
The results obtained in this paper are important for providing useful insight for the management of CACC vehicular flow to reduce rear-end crash risks. It is found that the transition period (from full MDVs to full CACC) can be divided into two stages. The dividing line is 50% CACC MPR. To avoid the degeneration of CACC and enhance safety conditions, exclusive lanes for CACC would be necessary in the first stage. Meanwhile, V2V communication devices should be gradually equipped on each MDV. Then in the second stage, V2V communications of MDVs are available to further improve safety of the mixed traffic with CACC.
Because the installment of V2V communication devices on all MDVs will be a gradual process, the degeneration of CACC to ACC vehicles will still occur before the complete installment of all the equipments. Therefore, it is important to study other control strategies to solve the negative impacts of unstable ACC vehicles on the risks of rear-end crashes, which is left to the next research step.
